April 1, 2024

Notice to Potential Proposers:

BULLETIN NUMBER 6
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 582-SH FOR REGIONAL PHOTO SYSTEM

This Bulletin Number 6 is being issued to notify potential Proposers of revisions to Request for Proposals (RFP) 582-SH for Regional Photo System, as follows:

1. RFP 582-SH for Regional Photo System is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the attached revised RFP 582-SH to revise the Minimum Mandatory Requirements.

2. Appendix B (Solution Requirements Response Matrix) is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the attached revised Appendix B to revise Requirements #FR-07, FR-08, and TE-96.

3. Appendix D (Required Forms) is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the attached revised Appendix D to revise Exhibits 6, 8, and 13.

All other terms and conditions of the RFP remain unchanged and in full force and effect.

Should you have any questions, please contact:

Contract Analyst: Tony Liu
Email: tliu@lasd.org